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Disclaimer
This publication may be of assistance to you but Trees Victoria does not guarantee that the publication is without any
flaw of any kind or is wholly appropriate for your particular purposes and therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss
or consequence which may arise from you relying on any information in this publication. Past investment and growth
performance is not a guarantee of likely future performance.
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Foreword

Trees Victoria is an incorporated entity established

The downstream processing of logs from plantations

as a successor to the Private Forestry Development

has been a feature, often not recognised, of regional

Committees that had been active in Victoria since 1998,

economies across Victoria since the 1950’s, especially in

bringing stakeholders together to address plantation and

Gippsland and North-East Victoria. Many pine plantations

private forestry issues and opportunities at the local and

in the North-East are now into their third rotation on the

regional level. Trees Victoria is available to represent

one site, for example around Bright and Myrtleford.

stakeholders at the state level, and at the national level

Investment for financial returns requires deferral of

where appropriate. These stakeholders include growers:

consumption now, in favour of consumption at some

from small farm forestry to large corporates; contract

time in the future. In order to compensate for that

planters, managers, harvesters and transport operators;

deferred consumption, an investor would hope to receive

processors; local government and state agencies at the

a premium on the capital invested at that point in time.

regional and state level.

When is that later point in time? This is a very personal

Profitable capital investment raising to acquire land

thing that must be assessed based on the individual’s

and plant trees is a long term investment that has been

needs and wants. Regardless of the time till that point in

an ongoing feature of investment in trees. Recently

the future, an investor will most likely require a degree

one company that manages plantations on behalf of
superannuation companies and other long term investors
reported to stakeholders that they have achieved 10%

of comfort that their plans will work. The degree of
comfort that an individual can cope with must match the
risk associated with the investment.

return on investment over a decade of operations.

The year 2008 saw significant and sweeping impacts

Growing trees as an investment has never been easy,

on the world financial markets, with very direct

due primarily to the long time frame before returns.

consequences for many people. Although the impacts

There are signs that investment in tree growing has

were most obvious in the share market, the effects will

reached a plateau after a decade or more of major

ripple throughout society. Regardless, the importance

investments. Management Investment Scheme (MIS)

of diversity in an investment portfolio has been

companies, and Timber Investment Management

highlighted by these events: a person investing 100%

Organisations (TIMOs) such as HVP Plantations, have

in international shares may be contemplating a very

invested over $2B in acquiring existing plantations

different short-term future to that planned compared to

(mainly pine) and planting new plantations (mainly

someone with a spread of investments. Again time is

Blue Gum). Many of the plantation companies have

the key: the closer to retirement a person may be, the

their head offices in Melbourne. While several MIS

less time that there is available to recover any losses.

companies have experienced difficulties in recent times,
that has been more of a problem with the financial

This document is aimed at those who may wish to

model employed and an over-expansion into non-forestry

review their investment plans and strategies for their

fields. The fundamentals of direct investment in forestry

financial future, particularly in the wake of the events

projects remain unaltered.

of 2008. Diversifying your investment portfolio may be

This significant investment sees Victoria as the state
with the largest plantation area, with 412,000 hectares,
ahead of NSW, and Western Australia. However,
this in fact represents only around 5% of the cleared
agricultural land in Victoria. A recent government study
reported that while some Local Government Areas have
significant areas under plantation, only two have more
that 5% of their total area covered by plantations.

one strategy, and direct investment in plantation forestry
may be one option to consider. Plantation forestry and
the markets supplied have specific economic cycles as
does the broader economy. Research and due diligence
are fundamental prior to any investment decision in
trees, just as it is for other classes of assets. The focus
of this document is to provide information on direct
investment in forestry plantations, and not through other
avenues such as MIS investments.
Dr. Tony Richardson
Chairperson, Trees Victoria, Inc
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Risk management:
Understanding
your investment

Plantations as a commercial endeavour

Education and research are

Regardless of the intended purpose, other benefits may

fundamental to informed
decision making to reduce the

Growing trees requires research, regardless of the
purpose (i.e. landscape though to investment). First, you
must understand why you are considering growing trees,
before all other decisions. Trees can be grown for a
wide range of primary reasons such as property amenity,
to repair environmental damage or wood production.
result.
As with many issues, there can be a definition in
general use, and then specific legal definitions with
specific implications. The Oxford Dictionary defines a

risk of getting it wrong.

plantation as “an area planted with trees” (Pearsall and

The following is a good

classified forest operations as primary production under

starting point for your
consideration.

Trumble, 1996). The Australian Taxation Office1 (ATO)
subsection 6 (1) of the Income Tax Assessment Act
1936 with the specific definition of forest operations
as: “the planting or tending in a plantation or forest
of trees intended for felling; or the felling of trees in a
plantation or forest…..where the operations are carried
on in the course of, or for the purpose of, a business”.
Guidance by the ATO2 as to what constitutes carrying on
a business include “Activities that have a commercial
or profit making purpose and are organised in a
business-like way will generally amount to carrying on a
business”. A key notion is that the trees are the product
and are intended to be cut down and sold. This gives a
clear distinction to trees grown for horticulture where

If you wish to invest in trees for a commercial reasons,
then specific research (“due diligence”) is required
beyond just knowing how to grow a tree. Depending
on skill, knowledge and the scale of the investment,
a range of analyse can be undertaken. This document
should be considered as a “good start” and contacting
The Australian Forest Growers (AFG) should assist in
accessing local information4.

Ecosystem services: carbon and trees
Ecosystem services are defined by Maher and Thackway
(2007: p. viii) as a “wide range of beneficial outputs
from ecosystem functions. They have environmental,
economic, cultural, aesthetic, and spiritual values and
range from ‘regulated’ services benefiting social and
aesthetic experiences and recreational amenity, and
to ‘supporting’ services such as nutrient cycling that
benefits the production of other ecosystem services”.
The ability of trees to capture and store carbon dioxide
(a greenhouse gas) is a specific ecosystem service that
provides a specific benefit and potentially an opportunity
for investing in trees. The science and administration of
carbon sequestration is evolving at a rapid pace, hence a
good source of current information is the Department of
Climate Change (DCC, 2008) web site. Further comment
of trees and carbon are included throughout this
document (for an overview, refer to Plantations 2020,
2008d).

the product is grown on the tree and is not the tree itself
(e.g. apples are the product, not the apple tree). Returns
can result from carbon capture and storage in standing
trees not intended to be harvested. The Tax Laws
Amendment (2007 Measures No. 6) Bill 20073 recognises
that permanent tree plantings as a carbon sink forest
are commercial and allows specific treatments of capital
expenditures.

1	See ATO (1995) Taxation Ruling TR 95/6, page 2, point 5.
2	See ATO (1995) Taxation Ruling TR 95/6, page 3, point 15
and for more guidance on primary production see Taxation
Ruling TR 97/11 (ATO, 1997).
3	See the Commonwealth of Australia (2007) for the full

4	The specific referenced material details and web site
details of all referenced organisation can be found at the
end of this document.

document.
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Fundamental principles
Drivers of returns

High value logs compared to profit margin
There is a difference between high value products and
profit margin. Working backwards, a retailer sells a

A choice of where to place money or capital must be

crafted wooden table at a high price. The profit margin is

made, unless you have unlimited funds. It is important

the table sale price less the cost of labour and materials.

that analysis compares apples with apples, as there

Given the potential sale price, a retailer may be able to

are a wide range of investment options. To help

afford to pay more for select grade sawn boards. The

this, investments can be divided into asset classes

sawmill profit again is the difference between the sale

based on behaviour: how it makes a return and the

price to the craftsperson and the cost of production,

risks associated with that return. For example, a

including the log purchase price. Realising the potential

superannuation fund will split investments into asset

sale price of the sawn boards, the sawmill maybe

classes i.e. Australian shares, international shares,

willing to pay more to secure access to carefully grown

property, fixed interest etc. Even within asset classes

logs. The grower may get more per cubic metre of logs

there can be sub-classes i.e. see the sub-headings

sold, but the profit maybe reduced by extra pruning

used by newspaper share price listing. Within the

costs, slower growth rates and a longer rotation taken

asset classes, individual options can be compared to

to produce such logs. In short, a high retail price (high

determine which best meets your needs. For example,

value) of a timber product, does not necessarily translate

you may wish to invest with a bank. You could use a

into a better profit margin for a grower.

bank’s investment product, with its own returns profiles,
risk etc. Or you could buy shares in that bank. If you
buy an investment product, returns are based on the
underlying industry into which the bank places the
funds. If you buy shares in the bank, the returns are
based on fees collected for services provided. The same
applies to any plantation forestry investments:
You must understand how a plantation forestry
investment makes a return.
For example, returns for a tax effective product from
a listed managed investment scheme (MIS) company,
are linked to tree growth and wood markets. If you buy
shares in that company, the returns are linked to how
well they sell their tax effective products. These are
two very different things.
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Structured
decision making
Research into investment
options is critical. Again, it
cannot be stressed enough
that you should seek
independent advice. Your

For landowners
Development of a plantation within a farming enterprise
requires careful consideration of your land, objectives

Figure 1: A structured approach to start analysis of
investment options, which should be followed-up with
independent advice.

and a range of other factors. Expert advice should be
sought, and your local AFG Branch should be able to
provide assistance (see the AFG web site for contact

Determine your
attitude to risk

Develop a clear
statement of how much
risk you are happy with

Have reasonable
expectations

Are the expected
returns different to the
market averages?

Balance the risk and
return

What returns
would justify the
risk involved?

Consider the type
and time horizon of
your investment

Work out when you
would need returns
from any investment

Diversify your
investments

Is the proposed
investment more of
what you have already?

details). As markets for carbon evolve, land owners
should carefully assess the implications of entering that
market due to market immaturity and issues such as
responsibility for any carbon liability.

For non-land owners
Investment is an individual choice and investment

approach should be well

attributes should be matched to an individual's needs.

structured and focussed.

and reduce investment risks. It is important that

A logical decision process helps make a better choice
investment decisions form part of an overall financial
plan to develop an investment portfolio, and that you
seek independent advice on all issues associated. The
following steps should be considered and Figure 1
presents one approach to help structure your decision
making process.

Attitudes to risk
You will have to decide what level of stress associated
with investment risk that you are able to cope with and
each person has a different level of risk that they are
comfortable with. Stress associated with investing may
be reduced by ensuring that your research identifies
realities rather than other people’s perceptions.

TREES U SE W ATER A N D C A R B ON D I O X I D E TO F I X C A R B ON A N D P RO D U C E WOO D , C L E A N A I R A N D W ATER
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Reasonable expectations

Time horizon

Financing options

An investment that predicts very large returns should

An investment time horizon is the time till a positive

Careful consideration must be given to funding your

be treated with a degree of caution. It may promise

cash flow. Individual circumstances and attitudes will

investment. Can you afford to pay cash or do you need

the world, but is it likely to achieve the predicted

dictate the required time horizons. The investor should

to borrow? A borrower’s ability to service a loan is a

returns? There is no such thing as a “free lunch”, and

match their time horizon with that of the investment.

key consideration of any lending institution. Plantation

in an efficient free market, any project or investment

For example, a person about to retire might not consider

returns may not occur for up to 25 years with a sawlog

with high returns beyond what is "normal", will soon

investing in a plantation to be harvested in 25 years, but

crop. In the interim, how will the repayments be made?

be swamped. Look at the market in general and decide

may consider investing in shares in a forestry company

Can the loan be structured with a repayment of capital

whether the investment seems “reasonable”, compared

paying annual dividends.

and interest after 25 years? Or, can a lender be satisfied
with non-plantation cash flows i.e. your normal job

to investments with similar time frames and risk. The
Australian Securities and Investments Commission
(ASIC) web site provides more information.

Balance return and risk

Diversify your investment
Not putting all your eggs in one basket is a classic
approach to risk management. But how do the returns
complement other investments within a portfolio?

servicing a loan. There may be potential for annual cash
flows from carbon sequestration, but again, a careful
assessment is required of the implications of such a
transaction.

Balancing returns and risk is an individual choice

Spreading investments may result in adverse movement

In summary, careful consideration of the financing

and must be made within the bounds of specific time

in one option being offset by positive movement in

options is needed. Expert advice should be sort,

horizons. Australian Government bonds bench mark the

another, reducing overall risk. Your percentage of

including consideration of the taxation implications.

minimal risk rate of return, where risk is defined as the

available funds invested in trees is one way to measure

chance that the issuer will default on its obligations

the significance of that investment to your personal

(Commonwealth of Australia, 2002: p.31). See the

situation: the smaller the percentage, the less exposure

Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) web site for current

you have to that investment and the associated risk.

Australian Government bonds. What additional return do
you require to compensate for the risk associated with
the investment? For example, what extra returns are
required to invest in a 10 year pulpwood crop compared
to a 10 year government bond?
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Begin with the end
in mind: returns
Any investment aims to
generate financial returns and

Where to start?
After careful development of an understanding of your
individual situation, specific due diligence research is
required. For a broad overview of the plantation sector,
visit the Plantations 2020 web site and see a range
of plantations fact sheets. The following presents
points that are critical in assessing plantation forestry
investment options in your due diligence.

informed decision making

Softwood or hardwood

starts with a focus on the

The species selected should be based on target markets.

desired outcomes.

Short fibres give paper
a smooth surface e.g. photocopy
paper. 3,866,000 m3 of roundwood harvested in 2006 /
073 as pulpwood.
Reconstituted products9	Wood based
panels
made from thinnings and clearfall logs. 1,154,000
m3 of roundwood harvested in 2006 / 07.
Nil roundwood harvested for this purpose in 2006 / 07 in
Australia, however overseas
plantation grown wood is
used for this purpose.10 11
Bio-energy (by combustion)
A calorific value of
21 kJ/g for oven-dry softwood.
A calorific value of
19 kJ/g for oven-dry eucalypt wood.

A basic choice is hardwood or softwood? There are
many differences between the two, and Table 1 presets
the main issues for plantation grown trees.
Table 1: A summary of the two broad groups of tree
options for developing an investment plantation.
		
Attributes
Softwood
Attributes
Softwood
Hardwood
Reproduction
Plants producing
cones
e.g. Pinus radiata
producing
Reproduction
Plants
producing Plants
cones e.g.
Pinus radiata
flowers
e.g. Eucalyptus
globulus
P. radiata basic
Wood density5
density of 404 kg/m3 (age 10 yrs) to 485 kg/m3 (age 30
- 40 yrs).
Plantation grown 3
5 density of 482 to 547 kg/m3
E.Wood
globulus
basic
density
P. radiata basic density
6
. of 404 kg/m (age 10
Carbon storage
For Victorian
and
3
3 30 yrs).
NSW P. radiata 0.84 t/m
CO
-e
(at
age
yrs)
to
485
kg/m
(age
30
3 - 40 yrs).
2
For Western Australian E. globulus 1.05 t/m CO2-e (at
age 10 yrs).
7
6
Saw
and storage
veneer logs
9,477,000
m3 of 0.84 t/m3
Carbon
Victorianfor
andframing
NSW P.materials
radiata
roundwood
harvestedFor
in 2006/07
through to furniture. CO -e (at age 30 yrs).
158,000 m3 of
roundwood harvested in22006/07 for framing materials
through to furniture.
8
Paper
making
Long fibres 3
9,477,000
m3 of roundwood
in
Sawpaper
and veneer
give
strength e.g.
tissue paper.
3,439,000 mharvested
of
3
roundwood
harvested2006/07
in 2006 for
/ 07framing
as pulpwood.
materials through to
logs7
furniture.

Hardwood
Plants producing flowers e.g. Eucalyptus
globulus
Plantation grown E. globulus basic density of
482 to 547 kg/m3.
For Western Australian E. globulus 1.05 t/m3
CO2-e (at age 10 yrs).
158,000 m3 of roundwood harvested in 2006/07
for framing materials through to furniture.

Paper making8

Long fibres give paper strength e.g. tissue
paper. 3,439,000 m3 of roundwood harvested in
2006 / 073 as pulpwood.

Short fibres give paper a smooth surface e.g.
photocopy paper. 3,866,000 m3 of roundwood
harvested in 2006 / 073 as pulpwood.

Reconstituted
products9

Wood based panels made from thinnings and
clearfall logs. 1,154,000 m3 of roundwood
harvested in 2006 / 07.

Nil roundwood harvested for this purpose
in 2006 / 07 in Australia, however overseas
plantation grown wood is used for this
purpose.10

Bio-energy (by
combustion)11

A calorific value of 21 kJ/g for oven-dry
softwood.

A calorific value of 19 kJ/g for oven-dry
eucalypt wood.

5

From Ilic et al. (2003).

9	Statistics as reported in ABARE (2007a: p. 12).

6

Calculated based on DCC (2008: p. 57) assuming a basic

10	See de Campos and Lahr (2004) for the results of MDF

density of 440 kg/m3 and 550 kg/m3 for P. radiata and E.

production using eucalypt wood or do a web search for
products;

globulus respectively. A carbon in dry wood ratio of 52%
was applied with an assumed ratio of 3.67 CO2:C.
7

Statistics as reported in ABARE (2007a: p. 12).

8	Statistics as reported in ABARE (2007a: p. 12).
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Bio-energy includes firewood, the use of residues in boilers
and purpose grown trees. See Bootle (1996: p. 209) for
data.
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Investment drivers

of local information cannot be understated. Markets,
growth rates and price are three critical issues.
All other issues affect these factors.

Markets
Market information can be found on the Australian
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE)
web site. Markets behave at a macro and micro level.
The macro market is the big picture: international trade,
national consumption rates and other factors that have a

USA

300
Canada
Germany

250
New Zealand

200
China
Russian Federation

Local issues must be considered and the importance

Paper and paper board consumption (t/capita/yr)

It is best to focus on the key investment-returns drivers.

350

150
100

Malaysia

0

5000

10000

15000

return a profit. International trade prices are important,
but the driver of your investment returns is the presence
of a logs buyer, and what price they are willing to pay.
Market drivers are important to understand: i.e.
papers paperboard consumption is driven by economic
strength (Figure 2). In general, as economic position
improves, so does the rate of paper consumption. For
example in China, paper and paperboard consumption
has increased by 39% from 2000 to 2004 with over 58

20000

25000

30000

35000

40000

GDP ($/capita/yr)

where you actually sell your logs: log specification, price
by the distance logs can be economically hauled and

Japan

Ireland

ripple effect down to micro markets. Micro markets are
and quantity are key issues. Your micro market is defined

Sweden

World
Brazil
Indonesia
India

50
0

Australia
France

UK

Figure 2: Paper and paper board consumption per capita

Chain of custody and forest management certification

and GDP per capita (USD) for a range of countries for

is designed to ensure that wood offered to consumers

2004. Note: past performance is not a guarantee of

has been produced in a responsible manner. Increasing

likely future performance (Source: Sylva Systems Pty Ltd

consumer discretion may ensure that certification

– based on FAO, 2008).

becomes more important to access some markets.
There are two main schemes: The Australian Forestry

Forward sale agreements are an option or you can wait

Standard (AFS: linked to the international Programme

till harvest and try and sell in “spot markets”. Recent

for the Endorsement of Forest Certification: PEFC13) and

sales can be used to predict future prices, however, if
they are "once off" sales, future demand and supply, and
therefore price may be very different.

the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC: an international
standard14). Crawford (2006) provides a review of the
Australian certification programs and further information

million tonnes consumed12 in 2004. This can be linked to

on certification and forest product marketing can be

Tasmanian blue gum woodchips demand as they relate

found on the Forest and Wood Products Australia

to fine papers consumption i.e. a 10 year old blue gum

(FWPA) web site.

plantation with an mean annual increment (MAI) of
20m3/ha/yr could produce around 70 kg or 14,000 sheets
of A4 photocopy paper per tree (Jenkin, 2004: p.32).
Future demand for woodchips can be estimated based
on projected change in economic position.

12

10

Based on data from the Forestry Statistics listed on the

13

See PEFC, 2008 for details.

FAO web site: FAO (2004).

14

See FSC, 2008 for details.
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Growth rates

40
MAI Site 2

The wood (roundwood or log) volume sold (the
35

merchantable volume) is critical. Plantation growth

CAI Site 2

rates are expressed as mean annual increment (MAI):

30

grow that wood (the rotation) to give the volume grown
per hectare per year on average. It is important to
determine whether the MAI reflects the total biological
or merchantable (available for sale) volume. The

Increment (m3/ha/yr)

the volume grown divided by the years that it took to
MAI Site 1

25
20

CAI Site 1

15

actual increment of a period of time (e.g. years) is the
current annual increment (CAI). True MAI can only be
determined once trees have grown for a full rotation. All
other stated MAIs are predictions or extrapolations. It is
important to remember that any modelling of expected
yield is limited by the assumptions used and the degree

10
5
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

of experience with the species of interest.
Estimated MAI can be based on measuring trees

Figure 3: Growth rates (MAI and CAI based on Wong et

or on expert opinion (considering site attributes

al, 2000) are not constant with age as shown and care

and experience) before the trees are planted. It is

must be taken to ensure that quoted growth rates state

important to understand the basis of any MAI

the age at which the reported productivity was recorded

used in analysis. To do this, it may be necessary to

or estimated.

convert quoted total volume to MAI. For example: a total
standing volume = 200 m3 / ha after 10 years equates to
an MAI = 200 m3 / 10 yrs = 20 m3/ha/yr. Quoted MAI can
be checked using published information (i.e. Borschmann
et al, 2000). The Farm Forestry Toolbox is also useful

12

14

16

18

20

Age (yrs)

It is important to note that many of the plantations
established in the 1990s are reaching maturing and
being harvested. Hence, better data on actual yields is
becoming available.

tool to help estimate and model plantation productivity
and it can be obtained from Private Forests Tasmania.
Figure 3 shows MAI and CAI data for E.globulus growing
in Gippsland, and indicates potential variation with age.
As trees grow, they may sprint at the start and then
growth may slow down. Private Forestry Tasmania has
developed a very useful aid to decision making in the
Farm Forestry Tool Box (see Private Forestry Tasmania,
2008 for contact details for this aid).

TREES U SE W ATER A N D C A R B ON D I O X I D E TO F I X C A R B ON A N D P RO D U C E WOO D , C L E A N A I R A N D W ATER
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Price

investment returns. Costs may include harvesting the
trees to roadside, transport and some processing.

Price requires special attention: check the assumptions

The term residual stumpage is often used to describe

used and basis of quoted returns. Macro market

a grower’s net returns, the process to derive that

information can be used (i.e. as produced by ABARE),

stumpage must be clear and transparent (see Jenkin,

and local micro market / local potential customer prices

2003 for an example of a residual stumpage calculation

should be sourced. Figure 4 shows finished goods price

from woodchip sales).

indexes for solid wood products (sawn timber, panels
and joinery) and woodchips. The price paid reflects the

Overall, Figure 4 indicates that the three products show

value added by processing. It is important to specify

a degree of price variation, with an overall increase

the point in the value chain where a price is quoted.

over time, supporting the need for careful returns

For example, one hectare of blue gum plantation has a

analysis. Price fluctuations reflect business cycles as

potential gross value of around $18,500 for woodchips,

they affect demand and supply. Building cycles are one

$37,500 for bleached eucalypt kraft pulp or $184,800 as

driver of sawn timber price: as house starts increase,

A4 photocopy paper reflecting value adding while the

sawn timber supply may not match demand, and price

value of the initial wood remains constant (Jenkin, 2007).

increases as more expensive sawn timber is sourced

150
Softwood chip index

135

Hardwood chip index

Price index

Timber, panels and joinery index
120

105

Figure 4: Australian price indexes for solid wood
products (sawn timber, panels and joinery) and
woodchips. Note: past performance is not a guarantee
of likely future performance. (Source: Sylva Systems Pty
Ltd based on ABARE, 2007b: p.133.)
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(i.e. imports). An analysis of price must include all
products. For example, in the past it was unlikely that
a plantation manager would be able to sell harvesting
residues apart from pulpwood. With an increasing
focus on climate change mitigation, there is increasing

You must consider that depending on management, a

interest in recovery of all residues as biomass for

plantation can produce a range of products and services.

energy production. In other cases, reduced availability

For example, a pine tree can be cut down, sawlogs

of firewood from traditional sources has brought greater

recovered from the bottom section and pulp logs from

attention to plantations. One advantage of a plantation

the upper section. Any analysis must be based on all

investment is that if price is too low at a particular

components contributing to the total returns. More

point in time, trees can be left to grow for longer (within

importantly, it is the profit or net returns that drive

biological limits).
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What should you
know about risk
and plantation
forestry?

Risk

A general understanding of

30 year rotations and are subject to specific risks and

Plantation risks can directly affect the potential for

liabilities. They are susceptible to different elements

the investment to generate returns. The specific risks

/ agents at different stages of their development. It

associated with a particular project should be assessed

is important to understand and anticipate likely risks

and managed. Risks include business, macro-economic

and develop management strategies to reduce the

issues and biological factors relating to markets, growth

likelihood of impact. Specific due diligence is required

rates and price. Table 2 (page 31) presents some (but

and Underwood (2007) lists the process for MIS forestry

not necessarily all) risks associated with plantations

projects as a good starting point by considering.

(note: plantations are susceptible to different elements /

plantations and plantation
development is required to
allow investors to understand
the nature of the industry.
It is strongly recommended

•

be insured against to protect a grower’s interests.

The Oxford Dictionary of Business Management defines

Any insurance policy will place a value on the trees

speculative risk as the “possibility of financial loss

insured. It is important to understand how the

(whether in absolute terms or relative to expectations)

policy works, and what is required by the grower to

that is inseparable from the opportunity for financial

satisfy the policy. Further information on plantation

gain” (Law ed., 2006: p. 475). In an investment context

insurance can be obtained from your insurance

it can be the loss of part or all of the invested capital,

broker, or via the AFG web site.

or variability of returns on that capital. The greater the
variation, the more chance returns are at the lower
side of any expectations. Plantations can have 10 to

•

Risk premium: There is always the chance that
investment yields (return of initial capital and

Plantation insurance: Some plantation risks can

A proposed investment

agents at different stages of their development).

Markets

that potential investor seek

additional returns) may be less than anticipated.
The degree to which an individual can cope with

If a plantation is to be harvested for wood production,

a wide range of opinions

risk varies. Investment risks need to be balanced

there must be a willing to log buyer. One arrangement

with the extra returns or premium above the

is to have a forward sale agreement for the trees to

Government bond rate (minimal risk investment

be planted. In the absence of such an arrangement, a

returns rate: see the RBA web site) required to

grower should have a target market as a focus. An initial

justify that risk;

checklist would be to define for the actual target market:

Liquidity risk: Liquidity is “the extent to which an

1.	Required log attributes (e.g. length, diameter,

and research the topic. The
generic risks associated
with plantation forestry
are outlined below and this
should be a starting point for
any due diligence.

•

organisation’s assets are liquid” with liquid assets

straightness etc) and sales basis (delivered or

defined as “assets held in cash or in something

standing trees);

that can be readily turned into cash with minimal
capital loss” (Law ed., 2006: pp. 315 & 316). It is

2.

Minimum quantities traded;

the ease of exiting an investment by on-selling

3.	Transport access to the target market;

that investment prior to maturation. As plantation

4.

forestry is a long-term investment, it is prudent to
understand, apart from harvesting, the ease that

Competition for log sales into the target market;

5.	Requirements for log certification.

you could sell the asset. Assets disposal related tax
implications should be considered;

TREES U SE W ATER A N D C A R B ON D I O X I D E TO F I X C A R B ON A N D P RO D U C E WOO D , C L E A N A I R A N D W ATER
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Productivity

Price

A simple first test as part of your due diligence is to

It is important to check the price assumptions made in

pose the following questions in regard to a proposed

any financial projections. You should ask the following

tree investment: Can I see the same tree management

questions:

system growing and producing products:

1.

Is there market evidence (i.e. recent sales) for the

1.

In my local area?

price quoted?

2.

In another area of my state?

2.	What is the basis of price forward projections?

3.

Interstate?

3.	What are likely future market trends (e.g. will the
paperless office ever happen?)?

4.	Overseas?
The further you need to travel to see a similar plantation
management regime, the greater the caution required.

4.

Is the price quoted on a true arms length basis, or
an internal company transfer price?

Climate change is a specific issue and the recent
drought is a point of caution. Some regard that we are
already witnessing the impacts, with recent increases
in fire losses in the northeast of Victoria (Young, 2007)
and others (Price, 2007) point to the need “for all forest
managers / growers to give serious consideration to
potential impacts” of climate change.

14
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Plantation forestry
as an investment
Historically, Australia relied
on native forests to provide

Development history in Australia

Building on Ferguson et al. (2002), we are now in

Development of Australia’s plantation estate has gone
through a series of phases over the past 50 years
(Ferguson et al, 2002) and over that period, plantation
forestry investments have had been variable. Investment
in new plantations has switched from public to private
e.g. through MIS products. Initially (phase 1), strategic
public investment aimed to replace softwood imports.

our wood requirements.

During phase 2 Commonwealth Government Softwood

A softwood plantation

sufficiency. Transition from public to private investment

resource was initially
established to supplement
that supply. In more recent
times, hardwood plantations
have been established. This

loans aimed to encourage investment towards self
in new plantations occurred in phase 3. In recent years
(phase 4), there was a significant increase in private
investor funded hardwood plantations (mostly MIS

a phase 5: moving north with new species and the
embryonic start of new industries. New species have
been established for sawn timber production: endemic
species such as Red mahogany (E. pellita), Dunn’s
white gum (E. dunnii) and Corymbia species have been
planted in northern Australia, along with exotic species
such as teak (Tectona grandis) and African mahogany
(Khaya senegalensis). Biomass species such as blue
mallee (E. polybractea) and oil mallee (E. kochii subsp
plenissima) are being developed for dryer areas.
Australian sandalwood (Santalum spicatum) and Indian
sandalwood (Santalum album) are also new species
managed for aromatic oil production, in the southwest
and far north of WA respectively. (Figure 7 and Figure

based) (Figure 5 demonstrates the shift from public

8 outlines the main species and further information on

to private investment). This was characterised by
Tasmanian blue gum plantation development (for export
pulpwood) in south west Western Australia and south

proposed woodflows is presented by Parsons et al.,
2007).

west Victoria (Figure 6) presents the expansion of the

Figure 5: This chart presents data on plantation (tree)

private hardwood estate).

ownership (based on: NFI, 2000: p.4; Wood et al., 2001:
p.5; NFI, 2002: p.5; NFI, 2003: p.5; NFI, 2004: p.6; NFI,

track record provides useful

2005: p.5; Parsons et al., 2006: p.7). The increase in
private investment is clearly indicated, while the public

insight into the industry.

estate is primarily static in size.

Due diligence should include
an understanding overseas
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Figure 6: This chart presents data on the plantation types (based on: NFI, 1997: p.10; Wood et al., 2001: p.14; Parsons et

Selecting the same species and management as those

al., 2006: pp.8&9) and indicates that the increase in the national estate from 1994 to 2005 was for hardwoods.

occurring in your local area is one method to reduce
risk. Where you can see a management regime through

2000

Softwoods

1800
1600

Hardwoods

shining gum (E. nitens) has been managed for solid
wood production, the risk may be less than for a species
management regime that has not gone a full rotation

1400
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to harvest and sale of timber e.g. in Tasmania where

due to the existing experience. Care is still required that

1200

you are not just blindly following the pack and that you
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conduct appropriate due diligence.
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forestry investments
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Australian institutional investment in plantation forestry
Figure 7: This chart present the area of softwood plantations by species based on National Forest Inventory data (NFI,

has emerged as an area of interest with funds managers

1997: p.10; Wood et al., 2001: p.14; Parsons et al., 2006: pp.8&9).

such as UniSuper maintaining and expanding significant
investments both in Australia and overseas (UniSuper,

1000

Unidentified softwoods

Area ('000 ha)
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Minor softwood species

600
400

0

investment since the mid 1980’s. From a very small
level in 1985, as of 2008, US timberland investments by

Araucaria species

Timber Investment Management Organisations (TIMOs)

P. pinaster

were close to USD 29 billion (DANA, 2008: p.21).

Southern pines
P. radiata

200

2008a). US institutions have targeted forestry as an

Returns behaviour
ABARE publishes product price indices (see Figure 4)
which are useful as indicated. Price is part of the value

1994

2000

2005

determination of an investment, and investment returns
indexes are important tools to compare total returns

Figure 8: This chart present the area of hardwood plantations by species based on National Forest Inventory data (NFI,

and trends (both within and between asset classes).

1997: p.10; Wood et al., 2001: p.14; Parsons et al., 2006: pp.8&9).

Returns indices are available for the country specific
share markets (e.g. the S&P 500 Index for the US: see
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Other harwood species

Area ('000 ha)

800
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200
0
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2007 for more information on the S&P US indices). A

E.dunnii

number of forestry (Timberlands) indices are published.

2000

2005

The US National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries (NCREIF - an independent association of

E. regnans

real estate professionals: NCREIF, 2008a) created and

E. piluaris and E. grandis

reports on one timberland index (see HTRG, 2000a for an

E. nitens
1994

that they may include a range of elements (see S&P,

Minor euc species

Spotted gums
400

the S&P web site). Care must be taken with indices in

E. globulus

overview). It has been in operation since 1987 (NCREIF,
2008a) and includes a measure of income returns and
capital appreciation (Lutz, 2001). In the UK, Independent
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Property Databank (IPD: see the company web site)
developed and has reported on the IPD UK Forestry
Index (IPD, 2007). For 2006, the IPD UK Forestry Index
indicated a 20% return, for 2003 to 2006 a 7.8% return
and from 1992 to 2006, 3.2% (IPD, 2007).

Figure 9 presents the NCREIF Timberland (NCREIF,

Portfolio diversity

Forestry in a portfolio

In constructing an investment portfolio asset returns

In the absence of Australian data, information from the

behaviour is important as it is part used to determine the

US can be used to gain an understanding of the impact

balance of assets. Of equal importance, is the pattern

of the inclusion of forestry in an investment portfolio.

of return over time: that is how returns cycles relate to

For example, HTRG (2000b: p.2) reported that analysis

each other.

of historical returns indicated that the inclusion of
timberland in a real estate portfolio generated both

2008b), NCREIF Farmland (NCREIF, 2008c) and NCREIF

Diversity

National Property (NCREIF, 2008d) indices and the

Portfolio returns are the average of the combined

US S&P 500 Index converted to 100 at 31st December

attributes of the assets included. We have explored the

199215. The NCREIF Timberland Index has shown strong

individual investment components, now consider what

performance compared to the other indices included.

happens when they are combined. You may choose to

Assets have different returns behaviours. Figure 10

focus on one investment, as an investor may have a

As indicated by Figure 5, current government ownership

presents the monthly returns for the indices presented

specific knowledge, but an old saying may be applicable:

of Australia’s plantation is 35%, with the balance split

in Figure 9, and the NCREIF Timberland indicates less
annual returns fluctuation compared to the S&P 500

higher and more stable returns, than without timberland.

"Don't put all your eggs in one basket".

The proportion of plantation forestry included should be
based on the attributes of an individual’s portfolio.

The future?

between superannuation funds (12%), timber industry
companies (15%), other private owners (12%) and

Index, representing more stable returns. In selecting

Portfolio theory applies the above notion to investing.

MIS based (26%) (NFI, 2007: p.5). Further expansion

an investment, the aim is to maximise returns while

The aim is to have a range of investments to spread the

of the Australian plantation estate is underpinned by

minimising risk. It shows that an investment in

risk across a number of investment types and locations.

Government policy support of “the 2020 Vision” (see

timberland would have given a greater return than an S

The premise is that a low risk asset with low potential

Plantation 2020, 2008a). The aim of the vision is a

& P 500 index based portfolio.

return allows the investor to invest in higher risk assets

sustainable expansion of the plantation forest estate by

with higher potential returns, to on "average" increase

significant private sector investment so that by 2020,

overall portfolio performance.

the local plantation-based processing industry will have

Figure 9: This chart presents the quarterly NCREIF Timberlands, Farmlands and National US property indices and US S&P
500 Index. The data was obtained from NCREIF (2008b; 2008c; 2008d) and Standard and Poor’s (2008), and converted to a
base of “100” in 31st December, 1992. (Source: Sylva Systems Pty Ltd.)

adequate resource to be internationally competitive
(Plantations 2020, 2002: p.5). The broad aim is to treble
the plantation estate from the 1996 (Plantations 2020,
1997: p.2) area to around 3 million hectares. Therefore,
new plantations have broad Government policy support.
Care is still required and pertinent legalisation should
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be consulted. For example, the Tax Laws Amendment
(2007 Measures No.6) Bill 200716 contains specific
conditions on the eligibility of carbon sink forests:
“your purposes…..the trees do not include any of
the following: (i) felling the trees”. In other words, if
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you plan to harvest wood products, for tax reasons, a
plantation cannot be a carbon sink forest. And with time,
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by project developers.
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Data obtained from the S&P web site: see S&P (2008).
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Commonwealth of Australia, 2007: s10, sub-section 401005(1) (e) (i).
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Figure 10: This chart presents the data from Figure 9 expressed as quarterly returns to indicate returns variation. Note: past performance does not guarantee likely future performance,
but is for information only. (Source: Sylva Systems Pty Ltd.)
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Maximising
benefits
Regardless of whether the
primary aim of investment
is wealth generation, other
benefits result from growing
trees.

Ethical investment
A range of terminology can be found in the market

Personal decision making and a positive
contribution

to describe investments that may minimise adverse

Once an investor has set their personal ethical compass,

impacts associated with the pursuit of financial returns.

they must apply that filter to the due diligence process.

Such terms include: ethical investments, socially

It is however, critical to separate out bias and rhetoric

responsible investments and responsible investments.

based perceptions, and focus on defendable fact in

The Oxford Dictionary of Business Management (Law

any analysis. Wood production (i.e. trees cut down

ed., 2006: p.195) defines an ethical investment as:

and wood used) may be the primary aim of growing

“an investment made in a company not engaged in an

trees, additionally, trees provide other benefits to the

activity that the investor considers unethical……”

land holder and society in general. Broader benefits of

This then becomes a very personal issue as to what the

investment may include:

investor considers as “unethical”. Further information

•

can be found on the Responsible Investment Association
Australia (RIAA) web site. RIAA (2008) provided
additional information that: “Responsible investment
is an umbrella term used to describe an investment
process which takes environmental, social, ethical or
governance considerations into account. This process

Contribute to import replacement (i.e. addressing
Australia's balance of payments);

•

Stimulate employment in regional areas;

•

Enhance native forest log supply;

•

Generate ecosystem services.

stands in addition to (or is incorporated into) the usual

A broad snapshot of the contribution of plantations

fundamental investment selection and management

to Australia is presented in Parsons et al. (2006: p.11-

process.” So in summary, an ethical investment is an

20) covering issues such as the positive contribution

investment that by the process of negative selection

to regional employment, helping to address salinity

based on personal choice (ethics) aims to maximise

and increasing biodiversity when compared to open

returns while not compromising the investor’s ethical

agricultural and grazing land. Greater detail on these and

compass.

many other issues can be found in specific publications
such as BRS (2005) or Turner et al. (2005). Details
on the positive impact of plantation development on
employment can be found in Plantations 2020 (2008e).
If an investor has specific local concerns, contacting the
local AFG Branch may help access relevant information
such as region specific socio economic studies (e.g.
for the south west slope of NSW, see Schirmer et al.,
2007). Research into specific issues of concern should
be conducted. For example, if an investor was concerned
about the use of chemical, they should aim to better
understand this issue. A study in 2006 (Jenkin and
Tomkins, 2006: p.76) analysed Australia’s pesticide use
and estimated that plantation forestry only used 0.7% of
the national spend on such chemicals.
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Land-use
decisions: trees,
agriculture or
both?
Planting trees on a farm can
enhance farm landscape and
utility. It may replace some
agricultural enterprise in part
or completely. It is a longterm change and requires a
careful decision.

Land user and land owners

Forestry compared with agriculture

A clear distinction is required between land users and

The comparison of farming and plantation forestry

land owners. A land owner may or may not use the land

enterprises is difficult because of the vastly different

and likewise, a land user may or may not own the land.

time frames over which the income is derived. Gross

A land owner who does not use the land but rather rents

margin analysis is a traditional financial evaluation tool

it to another party takes the risk that the other party

for agriculture. It is useful tool for year to year analysis

will honour their obligations, where as a land user is

of a single agricultural enterprise, but is not robust in

exposed to the risk of the enterprise associated with the

analysing (radical) change between enterprises. Most

land use.

agricultural enterprises generate annual returns, or
at worst they may have a lead period of a few years

Plantation forestry as agriculture
It is important to understand the place of plantations
in agricultural communities, and a number of reports
(such as Stewart et al., 2007) can provide enlightening
insights. Plantation development can replace agriculture
(e.g. whole property plantings), be an adjunct to
agriculture (e.g. establishment of a woodlot on part
of a property) or be integrated within agricultural
systems (e.g. strategic shelter belts to enhance
animal husbandry). Food security issues and planning
management to preserve agricultural land may restrict
plantation forestry development (e.g. see Stewart et al.,
2007: p.iv&v) and / or restrict plantation development
options. Therefore, it is important to understand your
local planning scheme requirements17.

before annual returns commence. The profitability is
usually assessed on an annual basis. Plantation forestry
generally involves a minimum lead time of around 10
years and often much greater periods without income
and then big lumps of income when it is obtained. The
use of development budgets is a method of comparing
investments with different time frames. There are
a number of financial analysis tools, which can be
used to evaluate and compare enterprises, and to
decide whether an enterprise is profitable, preferable
and feasible. Depending on an individual’s skills and
experience, independent and expert advice should be
sought, particularly as the percentage of a property or
land base to be planted to trees increases (increasing
the eggs in one basket). Jenkin and Pitt (2002) presents
a discussion on the process of such a financial analysis
and this could form the starting point for a specific
project.

17	See the web site www.planningplantations.com.au for
more details.
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What are the
current plantation
investment
options?
There is a range of ways to
invest in plantations, each
with unique attributes,
outlined below.

Overview

Shared direct investment

The following is an overview of plantation forestry

It is possible for a number of parties to come together

investment options. Table 3 presents generic information

and create a direct plantation forestry investment.

about each broad option. It should be noted that other

The arrangement could be for a specific plantation

options are emerging, so the information below is only

development with a finite life, for a series of plantations

a guide . The factors used to assess an investment

or ongoing. The parties could share the net profits and

option can vary. The ability to exit an investment before

costs or take a share of the physical outputs in return

it mature (i.e. harvest) is as important (perhaps more so)

for their inputs. For example, one party may take the

than the ability to enter into an investment. The impact

wood resources and the others any carbon benefit.

of investment liquidity of the sale of any carbon benefits

Returns are generally realised at plantation harvest for

is an emerging issue that must be considered. Also,

wood products and potentially on going for carbon (note:

time till returns is a critical issue, as is the degree of

caution must be used in combining tree harvesting and

management control of the investment and associated

carbon sales due to potential issues of carbon liability).

fees.

Liquidity issues are similar to those of direct ownership,

18

with the added issue of the needs of multiple parties.

Direct ownership
Direct investment is usually through the purchase or

Land leasing

allocation of land and capital for plantation development.

For the purpose of this discussion, the supply of land

Funds may be borrowed or internally generated by

by leasing to a plantation development organisation is

other income sources. Returns are generally realised

considered a direct investment. The separation of land

at plantation harvest. Investment liquidity is strongly

and plantation ownership has been discussed under

influenced by the proportion of the land planted. If less

direct ownership (above). Any lease should be supported

than 100% of the property is planted, you may be able

by a documented set of conditions to ensure certainty in

to sub-divide the trees and sell the land and trees. If

the arrangement, particularly as the lease maybe long-

100% of the property is planted, selling the land and

term (it will be important to define the lease termination

the trees is less complicated. It is important to ensure

timing). The interests in the lease may or may not be

that a reasonable price is paid for the trees if they are

registered on the property title. The lease arrangement

sold as standing assets. It may be possible to sell the

should document the treatment of any carbon benefit

standing trees separate to the land via State and Territory

from the plantation, and in particular, detail the

specific legislated mechanisms19. The ability to sell

treatment of any resulting carbon liability (during and

land and / or trees and the sale price may be impacted

at the end of the lease arrangement). Likewise, the

on if a legally binding carbon liability has been created

condition of the land at the hand back to the owner e.g.

directly associated with the land (trees). For example, if

who is responsible for the stumps and site clean up? The

the standing carbon stocks or part thereof has been sold

ability to transfer the lease to another party should be

creating an obligation to hold that carbon stock for a set

considered to ensure that the land owner is comfortable

period of time, then that liability could put downward

with the leasing party. It is important to consider all

pressure on sale price or the ability to sell.

issues associated with a lease arrangement, and those

18

Further information can be found in a report prepared
by the Department of Climate Change and the Allen
Consulting Group (AGO and ACG, 2006: App. A).

19

listed are a suggested starting point. The impact on
liquidity (e.g. the ability to sell the property) will depend
on the proportion of the property planted.

The Department of Climate Change and the Australian
Government Solicitor have prepared an informative guide
to such issues (AGO and AGS, 2005: Ch. 2 for a discussion
of the mechanisms as they relate to carbon).
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Managed investment schemes

•

The Corporations Act 2001 defines an MIS and an
interpretation is presented by ASIC (ASIC, 2008a):

A 'responsible entity' operates the scheme.

The experts reports should verify the assumptions used

Investors do not have day to day control over the

in the documentation. The assumptions used and the

operation of the scheme.

basis of any calculations should be transparent and
reproducible. Further information can be gained by

“Managed investment schemes are also known as

A wide range of schemes are covered by this definition,

'managed funds', 'pooled investments' or 'collective

not just plantation forestry investments. MIS offers

investments'. Generally in a managed investment

are required to provide information to the investor in

scheme”:

the offer document: via a current Product Disclosure

Returns are generally realised at plantation harvest

Statement (PDS). A PDS must be registered with ASIC. A

with the scheme arrangements specifying the sharing

People are brought together to contribute money

plantation forestry PDS generally offers "units" based on

of any returns. The tax treatment of any MIS offer will

to get an interest in the scheme ('interests' in a

area of plantation development (i.e. an offer to purchase

depend on the scheme itself. A PDS may highlight the

scheme are a type of 'financial product' and are

a one-hectare "woodlot"). A PDS must contain all the

tax advantages and the investment may be considered

regulated by the Corporations Act 2001);

information required by the investor or investment

as tax-effective. A feature of many is the inclusion of an

advisers to make an "informed decision". It is an

ATO ruling allowing for (a proportion of) the costs to be

offence to offer a MIS without a PDS. They may include

claimed as a tax deductible expense. If the plantation

“independent experts” reports.

is well managed and the resulting wood marketed well,

•

•

Money is pooled together with other investors
(often many hundreds or thousands of investors) or
used in a common enterprise;

reviewing specialist research house reports or ratings of
such offers.

the investor should have a tax bill when harvested. (See
Plantations 2020, 2008c)

Table 3: A summary of the generic characteristics of a range of plantation forestry investment options.
Option

Entry process

Exit strategy

Liquidity

Fees

Cash flows

Control

Risks

Direct investment including land purchase
and 100% planted

Buy land,
organize all
works

Sell land and /
or trees

Moderate

Low

At harvest

High

All

Direct investment including land purchase
and less than 100% planted

Buy land,
organize all
works

Sell land or
subdivide and /
or trees

Low

Low

At harvest

High

All

Shared direct investment.

Find venture
partners,
organise all
works

Sell share in
venture

Moderate

Low

At harvest

Medium

Shared

Land leasing: 100% planted

Buy land, find
lessee

Sell land

Low

Low

Annual

Low

Nil forestry1

Land leasing: < 100% planted

Buy land, find
lessee

Sell land or
subdivide and
sell

Low

Low

Annual

Low

Nil forestry1

Managed investment scheme

Fill in forms

Find a buyer
in absence
of formal
secondary
market

Low

Moderate to
high – can be
direct and a %
of returns

At harvest

Low

All

Trusts

Buy units via
broker or direct

Variable:
depends on the
trust deed

Low to
moderate
depending on
deed

Low to
moderate
depending on
deed

At unit sale

Low

Depends on the
trust deed.

Ordinary shares

Buy through
broker

Sell in market

High

Low

Annual dividend
or at sale

Low

Shared2

Superannuation

Buy through
agent

Limited till
retirement

Low to nil3

Low to
moderate

At retirement

Low

Shared

	There is a risk that the lessee will default on lease payment, or that the property is left covered with stumps.

1

	With a reduction in the % plantation forestry held by a public company, risks shift to a general market risks.

2

	Superannuation returns are generally not available till retirement, so seek specific advice.

3
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In summary, it is a tax deferral. Therefore, changes to
the taxation law may affect current or future taxation
deferrals, or worse require repayment of tax deductions
claimed in previous years. In order to reduce the
taxation risk element, an ATO ruling can be applied for
and once granted, be included in any offer document.
It is recommended that a copy of the tax ruling be
obtained for your records. If a private plantation is
to be developed, application for an ATO ruling can
help ensure the tax position of that investment. ASIC
(2008b) provides a clear warning on tax deferral driven
investment schemes (see the ASIC web site “FIDO”
section).

Trusts

Ordinary shares

Superannuation funds

Shares listed on the Australian Securities Exchange

Superannuation is planning for the future. It is critical to

(ASX) can be purchased through a range of brokerage

get it right the first time, because there are no second

agencies (or over the internet). Share information can

chances! As with taxation, the superannuation rules

be sourced from the ASX or from various print media.

need to be checked with independent advice. Any

Returns timing depend on the dividend policy and / or

investment can then be tailored to suit. Investment

realization of capital gains. Listed companies may have

in plantations and / or land might be an option for

a variable proportion of their business in plantation

self managed superannuation funds under certain

forestry. It is important to remember that the risk of a

circumstances. Retail superannuation funds have

business is associated with where they derive income:

a range of investment strategies and options to

is it from selling wood or tax effective products? The

manage risk and returns. It may be possible to join

options listed below could be within one entity or an

a superannuation fund with plantation forestry in its

entity may specialise in one particular area.

portfolio. However, the extent of the forestry component

•

number. A number of MIS based forestry companies

A trust is a specific structure of an arrangement

have evolved into listed public companies. They

between an investor and the assets of that investment.

may be more a funds management company, or

It is an arrangement for the holding and management

a plantation forestry management company. The

of property by one party (the trustee) for the benefit of

company may not have direct forestry assets;

another (the beneficiary) or for some specific purpose
(CCH, 1993: p. 581). The rules of a trust are documented

Companies focused wholly on forestry are limited in

•

limiting resource. Land purchase and lease for

guidelines and indicating how the beneficiary payment

plantation development is becoming an option, with

will accrue to those involved (CCH, 1993: p. 581). More

some listed companies involved;
•

directly or via a selection of plantation forestry related
shares. Some superannuation funds offer “ethical”
investments which may include plantation forestry.
Specific information may be available from a range of
retail funds.

Land suitable for plantation development is a

in the trust deed which will dictate investment

details of the operation of a trust can be found in the

may vary. Superannuation funds may choose to invest

A number of listed companies have forestry

Corporations Act, 2001 and AGO and ACG (2006: p.37)

elements within their business portfolios. This may

contains specific information on trusts for plantations

be via vertical integration or as a diversification.

for carbon sequestration. It may be possible to create
a trust or invest into a trust with plantation forestry as
the underlying assets. Depending on the trust deed, the
unit holders may or may not have limited power over
the management of the trust, or the ability to influence
or replace the trustee. The degree of liquidity will again
depend on the trust deed restrictions on the sale of units
and the availability of willing buyers. Specific advice
should be sought on this type of investment.
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So which option suits?
Table 2 and Figure 11 presents a snap shot comparison
of the options available to invest in plantation forestry.
The decision making process must consider the specific
needs of an individual, combined with professional
advice. This should focus on the specific plantation
investment option in the area of interest to realistically
determine the degree of liquidity and actual likely

Figure 11: Investment options have a range of entry
fees. These will vary and may present a barrier to entry
for some investors. This chart presents a structured
method to determine investment options that match
investor liquidity and cash flow needs. It aims to help
structure decision making and should not be used in
isolation of other information. (Sylva Systems Pty Ltd:
based on Jenkin, 2001: p.18.)

project cash-flows. A prudent assessment is required of
the inherent risk in an offers and balancing that with the
potential returns.

High

Annual cash flows

Ordinary shares

Direct investment 100% planted
Cash flow at rotation
Shared direct investment
Liquidity

Moderate

Annual cash flows

Land leasing 100% planted

Superannuation funds

Cash flow at rotation

Minimal

MIS

Annual cash flows
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Direct investment < 100% planted

Land leasing < 100% planted
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This booklet should be considered as a starting point for
your research.

Local information:
Information on the local conditions should be sort prior
to any investment. It is useful to speak with your local
branch of Australian Forest Growers, or Government
extension services.

Private Forestry Development Committee
websites:
Plantations North East
www.plantationsnortheast.com.au
Gippsland Private Forestry
www.gpf.com.au
Central Victorian Farm Plantations
www.cvfp.org.ua
Green Triangle Plantations
www.gtplantations.org
Forests and Wood Products Australia
www.fwpa.com.au
Plantations 2020
www.plantations2020.com.au
Private Forests Tasmania
www.privateforests.tas.gov.au
Australian Forest Growers
www.afg.asn.au
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Glossary of
plantation
terminology

Agroforestry - a land management system enabling the

MAI – mean annual increment is the merchantable

simultaneous and substantial production of plantation

volume of wood grown per hectare at rotation divided by

forestry and agricultural products from the same land

the rotation length. It is expressed as m3 / ha / yr.

unit.

Maintenance - the treating of a forest plantation to

Basic density – the oven dry mass of wood per unit of

protect, maintain, or improve its stand health and / or

green volume of wood (expressed as kg / m3).

timber production potential.

BDMT – bone dry metric tonne – a unit of woodchip

Moisture content – is the water content of wood.

sale.

It can be expressed in a number of ways, so care is

BDU – bone dry unit – a unit of woodchip sale where 1
BDU = 1.0886 BDMT.
Bole – a trees trunk or stem.
Clearfelling - method of harvesting a plantation
whereby all merchantable trees are removed.
Clearwood – timber free of nots as a result of pruning.

needed in its use.
Net ha – a net hectare is the actual planted area, net
of non planted areas i.e. retained native vegetation,
roads etc.
Oven dry – wood that has been dried in an oven till the
weight is constant.
Plantation - a forest stand established by the planting

Conversion factor – a numerical factor used to covert

or sowing of trees of either native or exotic species

one unit into another (i.e. there are 1.1000 tgreen / m3 of

selected for their wood-producing properties and

wood)

managed intensively for timber production.

Coppice stems - regrowth stems originating from

Provenance, seed - the source or place from which

stump’s dormant buds, or the base of the trunk of a

that seed was obtained.

damaged tree.
Coupe - an area of forest of variable size, shape and
orientation from which logs for sawmilling or other
industrial processing are harvested.
DBHOB – diameter at breast height over bark. The
diameter of the tree bole at 1.3 m above ground
measured over bark.

Pulp – is the basis of paper making. It is the cellulose
fibres left after lignin is dissolved away from woodchips.
Pulpwood – any logs to be used as a raw material for
making pulp in paper making.
Reforestation - the establishment of a stand of trees
by planting or sowing with species native to the locality
(unless an adverse microclimate* requires the use of

Establishment – the initial development of a

alternative native species for survival and growth) on

plantation, usually in the first year.

previously cleared or poorly forested land.

Form, of a tree - the taper and general shape of a tree,

Residual stumpage – the value of the plantation trees

particularly its trunk.

based on the sales revenue at a “mill door” less all the

Growth stresses – tension and compression forces in

costs of harvesting and transport.

the wood of a growing tree.

Rotation - the planned number of years between the

Hardwood – an angiosperm or broadleaf tree species.

regeneration of a forest stand and its final harvesting for

Landing - a place where plantation trees or parts of

sawlogs and other roundwood.

trees are snigged for sorting and processing and loaded

Sawlog – is a log from which merchantable sawn

for transport from the plantation.

timber can be economically recovered.
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Seed orchard seed – genetically improved seed bred
for superior growth rates and / or wood attributes.
Silviculture – the science and practice of growing
forests.
Site index – a measure of site quality, as an index of
likely plantation productivity.
Softwood – a gymnosperm or narrow leaf tree species.
Stocking – the number of trees per hectare of a
plantation, expressed as stems / ha.
Stumpage – the returns for selling a plantation
standing. This may be on a “residual basis” or based on
what the buyer is willing to pay.
Thinning - the removal of part of a forest stand or
crop, with the aim of increasing the growth rate and / or
health of retained trees.
Timber - a general term used to describe standing trees
or felled logs before their processing into forest produce.
Timber harvesting - includes tree felling, snigging,
and the making, sorting, loading and carting of forest
produce within a plantation.
Woodchips – logs are chipped into small uniform units
(about 40mm long) to allow processing into pulp.
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Table 2: A checklist of the risks associated with a plantation forestry.
This should be viewed as a starting point for due diligence, rather than a complete checklist, as local conditions will vary.
Productivity

Market

Price

Management

Do they have plantation experience?

Do they have access to markets?

Have they had experience in price negotiations?

Currency

Are growth rate estimates based on actual
plantations?

Are they involved in wood products sales?

Do they have market place price history?

Contractual

Are growth rates guaranteed?

Any forward sale agreements?

Are contracted prices fixed and how?

Do they have performance measures in all subcontracting arrangements?

Who are the hands on plantation managers?

Are sale at arms-length, or to a related entity?

Are imported inputs used?

Is the product for export?

Which currency is used?

Can inputs become too expensive?

Competition from imports?

Any protective mechanisms?

Are the measures of productivity well documented?

Are non-wood substitutes a threat?

Are price setting mechanisms understood?

Do they a quality assurance program in place?

What is current demand and supply and will it
change ?

Are price setting mechanisms transparent and
market based?

Have steps been taken to ensure a social licence to
operate?

Are product boycotts or is preferential buying
possible?

Is there a price premium for plantation grown wood?

Can local communities restrict management
practices?

Will product certification help market access?

Is there a price premium for certified wood?

Economic

How exposed are management inputs to inflation /
cost pressures?

What macro- economic changes will shift supply and
demand?

Are products a luxury or necessity: will price change
demand?

Political

Can Government restrict plantation land use via
planning?

Can conflict over planning issues affect market
access?

Can planning requirements increase costs and what
extra price margin is required to cover the cost?

Can Government restrict plantation management via
planning?

Is the market favoured or not, by Government?

Are products exposed to tariffs or other charges?

Can Government greenhouse gas measures affect
management practices?

What is the end product carbon foot print and can
this influence market access?

Will greenhouse gas related issues affect product
price and / or production costs?

Can plantation harvesting be disallowed?

Is there a mechanism to protect harvesting rights?

Can Government purchasing policy affect product
demand and therefore price?

Rainfall

Is rainfall historically adequate / reliable and what
are the predicted climate change impacts?

Can plantation harvesting be restricted by seasonal
affects?

Is suitable land in target the rainfall zone, too
expensive?

Water

Is there the potential for water access restrictions?

Can conflict of water issues affect market access?

Is there a likely charge for tree water use: what extra
price margin is required to cover that cost?

Pests &
disease

Are there identified biological risks and what is the
likely future situation with climate change?

Can tree damage affect product / market options?

If markets reject damage logs, what is the
alternative market price?

What can be done to reduce risk?

Is there any information on additional overseas
wood-flows from pest outbreaks?

Can overseas salvage harvesting increase log supply
and reduce price?

What is the current and future fire management?

Will the target market accept fire damaged logs?

What is best price for fire damaged logs?

Will the trees recover if burnt?

If carbon has been sold, what is the impact of a fire
loss?

What is the likely price of replacement carbon
offsets?

Is the area currently wind or hail prone and what are
future predictions?

Can damage trees be sold into the target market?

What price for damaged logs?

Can management practices reduce losses?

Is there an alternative market?

What is the price paid in the alternative market?

Business

Exchange rates

General

Macro environment
Social

Biological

Fire

Wind and hail
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ADDENDUM
Extract from Stewart, H. T. L. (2009). Change to the commercial operating environment for private
forestry in Victoria. A report commissioned by Plantations North East Incorporated: Wangaratta,
Victoria April 2009:
3.1 Investment in forestry
The global financial downturn has had far-reaching consequences, the full extent of which remains
to be understood. Nevertheless, against this broad context, it was relevant to consider prospects for
forestry investment in Australia in the short term.
Managed investment schemes
Investment in forestry projects during the past decade
From 1997 to 2004, growers participating in managed investment schemes (‘MIS’) financed about 70
per cent of all new plantations in the national estate – funds that came primarily from Australian
investors, either as individuals or through their corporate structures, resulting in a substantial shift
of city-based capital into regional Australia (Cummine 2005). Up from about five per cent in 1997,
MIS plantations at the end of 2007 accounted for one-third (630 000 hectares) of the national
plantation estate, and represented by 2007 about 90 per cent of the annual establishment of new
and replanted plantations (Cummine 2009, p. 42).
Investment in forestry managed investment schemes from 2005–2006 to 2007–2008 is shown at
Table 3.2. In 2007–2008, funds raised were 65 per cent of funds raised for all agribusiness projects.
As a result of that capital raising, more than 78 000 hectares of land was expected to be established
to timber plantations, of which about 54 500 hectares was expected to be established for the
purpose of producing woodchip, and 17 700 for sawlog plantations of pine and eucalypt. Of note,
the pine and eucalypt sawlog segment had the largest increase in sales in 2007–2008, increasing by
130 per cent to $188 million; in so doing, this segment became the second largest by funds raised
(AAG 2008).
Table 3.2 Capital raised for forestry managed investment schemes ($ million)
Year

Woodchip

Other
timbers

Pine &
eucalypt
sawlog

Total

2005–
2006

532

94

72

698

2006–
2007

438

147

82

667

2007–
2008

398

119

188

705

Source: AAG (2007, 2008).

Immediate prospects for forestry managed investment schemes
Given the pivotal role of managed investment schemes in funding expansion of plantations,
informants from two forestry organisations, and from two companies operating managed
investment schemes in Victoria, were interviewed. Not surprisingly, there was general anticipation
that sales of forestry managed investment scheme products in 2009 would be affected by the
current financial downturn, but there were no clear signals as to the likely extent of the reduction in
sales.
Factors expected to impact on sales included:
• the downturn in equities markets as some companies operating managed investment schemes
depend on investors making capital gains in equities and then investing in managed investment
scheme products to reduce tax;
• finance may be more difficult to obtain for those investors seeking to finance their investment in
a managed investment scheme product;
• companies operating managed investment schemes may set lower targets than previous years
because finance required to purchase land may be more difficult to obtain; and
• a proportion of investors who normally participate in managed investment scheme products may
chose not to make any investments in 2008–2009 because of the uncertain financial times.
Some of these factors were already reflected in signals from the market, and other restructuring in
the plantation forestry sector was also impacting on the availability of products offered in 2009. For
example:
• the number of product rulings issued for forestry managed investment schemes in 2008–2009 is
down on the number issued in 2007–2008 (refer ATO 2009);
• a prominent company in forestry managed investment schemes in Victoria – Timbercorp –
announced in November 2008 that it would not be offering any managed investment scheme
products in 2009, citing ‘… a combination of regulatory constraints in non-forestry MIS and the
current economic environment’, but added that the company would reconsider MIS in the
context of the review of the company’s business and prevailing market conditions (Timbercorp
2008, p. 4). Further, on 16 April 2009, the company announced it was pursuing the sale of its
forestry assets (Timbercorp 2009) which was followed soon after by an announcement that the
company had appointed voluntary administrators (KordaMentha 2009); and
• the Product Ruling for the Macquarie Eucalypt Project in 2009 (Product Ruling 2009/14)
nominated a project size of 5000 hectares in Victoria, compared to a project size of up to
approximately 10 000 hectares for its Eucalypt Project in 2008 (Product Ruling 2008/38) in
Victoria (ATO 2008, 2009).
An analyst from a company that reports on managed investment scheme companies forecast that
investment in 2009 in all agribusiness managed investment schemes would be about $500 million,
mainly in forestry products, after total investment of more than one billion dollars in agribusiness
products in each of the three previous years (Hopkins 2009a).
Looking forward, Futuris Corporation signaled that it would reduce its expansion of short-rotation
plantations due to the concern that continued expansion would oversupply hardwood woodchips for
export. Further, the company indicated that the model of forestry managed investment schemes

was no longer sustainable for its business, and suggested that farm forestry joint ventures were an
alternative to managed investment schemes (Hopkins 2009b).
Impact on demand for new land for plantations
Interviews with informants from forestry companies and forestry organisations indicated that the
demand for new forestry land in Victoria for plantation establishment in 2010 was expected to be
lower than in previous years because of the following factors:
• sales of forestry managed investment scheme products in 2009 were expected to be lower than
in recent years. For instance, an informant expressed the view, drawing on consultation with
industry, that the expected area of new plantations established in the Green Triangle as a result
of retail sales of forestry managed investment scheme products in 2009 would be about 2000
hectares; and
• a higher proportion of investment was expected to be directed to replanting of Blue Gum
plantations established during the 1990s under managed investment schemes.
However, a factor that was expected to dampen the direction of managed investment scheme
capital into re-establishment was the depressed market for woodchips, which may have the effect of
delaying harvesting of some plantations established under managed investment schemes during the
1990s.

Summary of investment in forestry
There was general anticipation that sales of forestry managed investment
scheme products in 2009 would be affected by the current financial downturn,
but there were no clear signals as to the likely extent of the reduction in sales.
Factors expected to impact on sales included the downturn in equities markets
as some companies operating managed investment schemes depend on
investors making capital gains in equities and then investing in managed
investment scheme products to reduce tax; difficulties for investors obtaining
finance; and difficulties in promoters obtaining finance for land acquisition.
Demand for new forestry land in Victoria for plantation establishment in 2010
was expected to be lower than in previous years because of reduced sales of
forestry managed investment scheme products, and the re-investment of
capital raised by such schemes in re-establishment of plantations, though the
latter effect may be dampened by the depressed woodchip market that may
delay harvesting of some mature Blue Gum plantations.

